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1 Summary
Three dishwasher models were selected for the tests representing different price levels,
energy efficiency classes, number of place settings and from three different brands: Beko
DFN 26220S (A++), Bosch SMS63N22EU (A++) and Miele G6300-SCU (A+++). A total of 62
tests were performed with the three models. The tests followed a simplified measurement
procedure compared to the measurement standard EN 50242, focusing on measuring the
energy consumption. Various test parameters were changed to investigate a) if the
dishwashers might be recognising a test situation and adapting their performance
accordingly, and b) to quantify the difference between the declared energy consumption on
the Energy Label and the one that can occur when used differently.
Key results
• No compliance issues or hints of circumvention: The test results did not reveal any
compliance issues and no hints that the dishwasher models under test might be
recognising a test situation and adapting their performance accordingly. Related research
however revealed that circumvention has been an issue with dishwashers:
standardisation bodies have already taken steps to improve the measurement standards.
With the new standards, measurement of cleaning and drying performance will be
combined and measured in the same test runs and the sound power will no longer be
established with clean dishes. These changes will make circumvention less likely.
• Different programmes and extra functions can increase energy consumption by
70% or lower it by 30%: The tests showed that if dishwashers are used differently from
the way they are measured for the Label declaration, they can consume up to 70% more
energy than declared – or up to 30% less. Different loads or soiling had only a minor
effect on energy consumption. The most important aspect contributing to energy
differences is the programme diversity offered by the products (different programmes and
extra functions). Many programmes different from the Eco programme used 25%-35%
more energy than the Label programme, Intensive programmes recommended for
heavily soiled dished used 50%-70% more energy. The result is not surprising:
manufacturers’ manuals provide correct information on the energy consumption of
different programmes.
Not so transparent is the effect of extra functions on the energy consumption: combining
the Label programme with extra functions such as ‘Short’ or ‘better drying’ can increase
the energy used by 30% to 50%.
Different use can also lead to a lower energy consumption: The Short programmes use
around 20% less energy than the Eco programme, in some cases even up to 30% less.
Short programmes are recommended for lightly soiled dishes and operate at lower
temperatures. Hence, for lightly soiled dishes, the Eco programme is not the most eco
choice.
• Not loading dishwashers to their full capacity wastes a lot of energy. When loaded
to 50% of the full capacity, the energy consumption reduces only by around 10%, even
when choosing a ‘half load’ extra function.
• Hot Fill can save a lot of energy: If a household’s hot water is heated in an energyefficient way and the pipe between water tank and dishwasher is short, then Hot Fill can
save 20% of energy with most programmes. With special Hot Fill programmes that
renounce on additional heating, energy savings can reach 90%. However, dishwasher
models could be more optimised to really save energy when connected to hot water: in
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one of the models, a water tank may be hindering energy savings in some programmes;
the other one used excess water in the most energy-saving programme.
• Functioning of energy-saving features not enough transparent: Energy-saving
features such as a water tank may not always be active, and energy consumption can be
higher than declared. The activation and deactivation of energy-saving features should
be made transparent in the manual. Otherwise users with specific habits may not profit of
their energy-saving effect.
The situation with dishwashers – and assumedly other home appliances – is not comparable
with what was revealed for diesel cars during the 2015 Volkswagen scandal. It is far less
dramatic:
• Test standards are already being improved to make circumvention less likely. No
hints on circumvention could be found in the dishwasher tests for this study. VW on
the contrary had admittedly used a software to detect test situations.
• If used differently than according to the standard, NOx emissions in diesel cars were
found to be on average 7 times, for the worst performer even 25 times higher (ICCT,
2014). In the dishwasher tests, energy consumption was up to 70%. This difference is
much smaller than with diesel cars.
• While for cars it is about emissions exceeding a maximum permissible value, for
dishwashers it is about exceeding a declared value.
• NOx emissions by cars directly harm human health, electricity consumption by
dishwashers does not directly impact people’s health.
Recommendations
1. Combination of testing of different aspects
Simultaneously testing as many combinations of functions (such as cleaning and drying
efficiency) or aspects (e.g. energy and water consumption) as possible that a product
normally provides could be a general rule for measurement standards to make
circumvention less likely. If products are able to perform well in different aspects or
provide different functions at the same time in real-life, they should also do so in the lab –
as far as possible.
2. ‘Normal’ programme should be the Label programme
The name ‘Eco’ for the Label programme is misleading – there are other programmes
that use less energy. The Label programme must be suitable to clean normally soiled
dishes, and should communicate this in its name. Also, the ‘Normal’ programmes are the
most used ones. Clearly, today’s contradiction between regulations (referring to a
‘standard programme’) and the measurement standard (saying that the Eco programme
should be tested) should be removed by having both referring to the ‘Normal’
programme.
3. Better consumer / user information
Users should be able to inform themselves in the manual that not filling the dishwasher
wastes a lot of energy and water, if energy-saving features may be deactivated, and
when a connection to a hot water tank makes sense.
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4. Promotion of Hot Fill
The high potential savings by Hot Fill justify better communication to make sure that
those consumers having the right conditions in their home are aware of it. An icon on the
Label could show if a dishwasher model can be connected to hot water, while at the
same time raising awareness among consumers. More detailed information about when
a hot water connection makes sense would have to be in the manual and/or the Label
Fiche.
5. New approach to testing and declaring should be discussed
The vast range of possible ways to use products is challenging to address with
declarations that need to guarantee a fair comparability among models. A new approach
to testing and declaring may be needed to account for the programme diversity in
dishwashers and other home appliances. An idea, inspired by the developments in
testing of cars, could be to introduce a maximum consumption limit, giving more freedom
to testers. Additionally, manufacturers could declare how much their most energy-saving
programme saves compared to the declared value.
More research and discussions are needed to find out if there are ways to introduce such
a new approach without increasing the testing burden too much. And if it’s worth it to add
more complexity to testing and declaring, while the differences found in energy
consumption are within expectations, and interested users can inform themselves in the
manual.
6. Smart product design needed – and smaller dishwashers?
To realise the potential savings by Hot Fill, it is key that dishwashers are designed in an
appropriate way: models with a water tank should deactivate this at first installation if
connected to a hot water pipe. Hot Fill programmes should also use water in an efficient
way. It is up to manufacturers to consider the different ways their products may be used
and design them in a smart way, so that energy savings are not hindered.
Additional research could consider the question if smaller dishwashers could reduce the
waste of energy and water due to under-loading. Cycles that run with not fully loaded
dishwashers, waste a lot of energy and water.
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2 Objectives: why dishwashers?
The goal of the project is to achieve greater CO2 emission reductions in Europe from product
standards and Energy Labelling through:
a) identifying issues and potential failures in standardised product testing,
b) quantifying discrepancies between real-life and declared performance, and
c) suggesting improvements to standards and declarations.
In a pre-study, Topten gathered evidence to find out whether dishwashers would be suitable
for in-depth testing. The pre-study considered the following questions:
• Are there potential inadequate measurement methods and regulatory loopholes?
• Is non-compliance an issue?
• Are there cases of suspected cheating devices?
The pre-study found that cases of non-compliance for dishwashers had been discovered in
the Market Watch project in 2016 (cleaning and drying efficiency class were wrong for all five
models tested, for one also the energy class was wrong), as well as in the Ecopliant project
in 2015 (high non-compliance with documentation / information requirements). No hints on
cheating devices were found.
Dishwashers were selected for in-depth testing for the following reasons:
• Dishwashers address the aspect of programme diversity: large number of programmes
offered to users (usually 5 to 10), while the test and declaration can refer to only one of
these. Dishwashers share this aspect with washing machines, washer-dryers and tumble
driers.
• There is a contradiction between the regulations, which state that the relevant
programme should be named ‘standard programme’, and the measurement standard,
saying that it is the Eco programme to be tested (see below).
• Results from a recent user survey show that users prefer programmes different from the
label programme (Eco) for most cleaning cycles. This means that for most of the
dishwashing cycles happening in reality, the energy consumption is unknown.
• Considerable differences in energy consumption between different programmes are
expected, but there is no independent data on this available. Since heating up the water
accounts for most of the energy consumed in dish washing, different water temperatures
used by different programmes can lead to big energy differences. Research of declared
energy consumption values for programmes other than the standard programme hinted
at differences of 30% to 50% for ‘normal’ and ‘daily’ programmes, and up to 100% for
‘intensive’ programmes, compared to the declaration based on the Eco programme.
• Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations currently under revision provide occasion for
input.
• Results might be to some extent valid also for washing machines, washer-dryers and
tumble driers. The Ecodesign and Energy Labelling regulations for these product
categories are also currently (washing machines, washer-driers) or soon (tumble driers)
being revised.
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Focus: programme diversity
The most obvious discrepancy between declared and possible performance is linked to the
programme diversity offered by dishwashers. While the label declaration is based on the test
of one single programme, users can choose up to around 50 possible ways to operate their
dishwasher.
Key questions to be investigated with the tests were:
• How large is the deviation in energy consumption if programmes different from the Eco
programme are used?
• Which programmes consume more, which less? Are there similarities between different
models?
• Do other programmes consume more energy, or can they also consume less?
• How can extra features influence energy consumption, especially when combined with
the label programme?
Also, other parameters that can be different in people’s homes from the lab test can influence
the energy consumption: the amount and type of dishes loaded into the dishwasher or how
strongly these are soiled. More soiling and a higher mass of dishes is expected to lead to
higher consumption. Water with different characteristics on the other hand should not
influence the energy consumed. While measuring according to the test standard, it may be
possible to detect any circumvention based on these parameters:
• Does a change to the dish load and soiling increase or decrease the energy consumption
as expected, and not at all for a change to the water characteristics?
• Or is the consumption with the standard conditions lowest, even with a high mass of
dishes and heavy soiling? This would certainly be suspicious and could hint at a model
detecting the test situation and operating at ‘artificially’ low energy consumption just for
the test. The same is true if the water type leads to a change in a model’s behaviour.
Additional questions were the saving potential of ‘hot fill’ and the energy reduction if a
dishwasher is only partly loaded:
• Some dishwasher models have an extra feature for ‘half load’. By how much is the
energy consumption reduced, if the dishwashers are only half loaded (with the extra
button pressed or not)?
• If a household is heating up its water with renewables, it makes sense to supply a
dishwasher directly with this. But how much electricity can be saved if the dishwasher
models are linked directly to hot water?
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3 Introduction
3.1

Product regulations and measurement standards

Ecodesign requirements and Energy Label: under revision
Energy Labelling regulation No 1059/2010 and Ecodesign regulation No 1016/2010 are
defining the energy declaration and minimum energy performance for household
dishwashers since 2010.
Both regulations are currently under review. The JRC is about to finalise the review
preparatory study soon (http://susproc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/Dishwashers/index.html).
Ecodesign requirements
Ecodesign tier 3 applies since December 2016: since then, also medium dishwashers must
be in energy efficiency classes A+ or better. Now only small dishwashers (≤ 7 place settings
(ps)) can still be in class A. Large dishwashers (≥ 11 ps; 10 ps + width > 45cm) already had
to be in A+ since December 2013. Table 1 provides an overview on the Ecodesign
requirements currently applying.
Table 1: Current Ecodesign requirements for dishwashers

Requirement

Current level

Exceptions

Energy efficiency

Class A+ (EEI < 63)

Small DWs*: A (EEI < 71)

Cleaning efficiency

> 1.12 (old class A)

Drying efficiency

> 1.08 (class A)

Small DWs*: > 0.86 (class B)

*Small DWs: ≤ 7ps
Regarding the programme relevant for the declaration, the Ecodesign regulation states the
following:
“For the calculation of the energy consumption and other parameters for household
dishwashers, the cycle which cleans normally soiled tableware (hereafter standard cleaning
cycle) shall be used. This cycle shall be clearly identifiable on the programme selection
device of the household dishwasher or the household dishwasher display, if any, or both, and
named ‘standard programme’ and shall be set as the default cycle for household
dishwashers equipped with automatic programme selection or any function for automatically
selecting a cleaning programme or maintaining the selection of a programme.” (EC, 2010)
The Ecodesign regulation also asks manufacturers to indicate to users that the standard
programme is the most efficient one. And they have to provide information on duration and
energy and water consumption for all ‘main cleaning programmes’:
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(From: EC, 2010)
Energy Label
The Energy efficiency classification is based on an Energy Efficiency Index (EEI), which
compares the annual energy consumption of a dishwasher model to that of a reference
machine with the same number of place settings.

Table 2: Energy Label classification

Energy class

EEI

A+++

EEI < 50

A++

50 ≤ EEI < 56

A+

56 ≤ EEI < 63

A

63 ≤ EEI < 71

Figure 1: Energy Label for dishwashers

Apart from the energy efficiency class, the Energy Label also displays annual water
consumption, drying efficiency, number of place settings, sound power level and annual
energy consumption.
In the label fiche, additional information must be provided regarding the energy consumption
and programme time of the ‘standard cleaning cycle’, power consumption of off-mode and
left-on mode (and duration of the latter), and the indication that the ‘standard programme’ is
the standard cleaning cycle to which the information in the label and the fiche relates, that
this programme is suitable to clean normally soiled tableware, and that it is the most efficient
programme in terms of combined energy and water consumption.
Revision
Today’s minimum efficiency requirements leave only classes A to A+++ on the market. The
most efficient dishwasher model has an integrated a heat pump and is 40% more efficient
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than the A+++ class threshold3. Clearly a new Label is needed, and there is also sufficient
room for more ambitious MEPS.
Key discussion points in the preparation meetings of the revision are:
• Which programme should be the Label and Ecodesign programme?
Today there is a contradiction between the regulations, which state that the relevant
programme should be named ‘standard programme’, and the measurement standard,
saying that it is the Eco programme to be tested. Effectively, today it is the Eco
programme that is used for the Label declarations. It seems that the contradiction has
been created by CEN/CENELEC, who introduced the name ‘Eco’ for the standard
programme4. The ‘Omnibus study from VHK (March 2014) reaches the same conclusion.
The Eco programme is not used a lot: a survey has shown that for 80% of all cycles,
programmes different from the Eco programme are used (Hook, Schmitz, Stamminger,
2015; more on user behaviour see in chapter 4.2).
• Dishwasher label programmes have long duration times of 3, 4 or even up to 5 hours.
The long programme time allows the dishwashers to reduce the wash temperature and to
save energy. But are these long programme durations user-friendly, or do they get users
to select other, shorter but more energy-consuming programmes? Should programme
duration of the label programme be limited, or be declared on the label? Or are
dishwashers mostly used during the night, when duration is not a problem, but the noise
level might be?
• Should hot fill be promoted? In households where the water is heated up with renewables
(e.g. solar power), dishwashers ready for hot fill (nearly all are) can be linked directly to
the hot water. Since heating up the water is the most energy-consuming process in dish
washing, this has a high electricity-saving potential. But it depends on the infrastructure
in the household: next to renewable hot water production, a short pipe length is needed
to avoid large amounts of cooled water to be filled into the dishwasher. And how large is
the energy saving from hot fill with today’s efficient dishwashers using and heating up
only small amounts of water? Is it worth promoting this, while the message is quite
complex?
• A change from consumption declarations per year (kWh/year, l/year) to a per cycle
declaration is recommended (kWh/cycle, l/cycle). This would leave out Left-On (and Off)
mode consumption, should there be a power cap instead? And for delayed-start, too?
Measurement standard: new version available
Dishwashers are tested according to the European standard EN 50242 ‘Electric dishwashers
for household use – methods for measuring the performance’ from 2008.
In 2016, CENELEC has updated the EN standard, based on mandate M481 by the EC
(2012), and at the same time aligning it to changes that have been made in the IEC standard

3
4

V-ZUG Adora GS60SLWPVi, EEI = 29.3, www.topten.eu

There is one problematic formulation in the Ecodesign regulation, possibly supporting the
standardisers’ contradictory interpretation: “The booklet of instructions (…) shall specify that (…) the
standard cleaning cycle referred to as ‘standard programme’ is the most efficient programme in terms
of combined energy and water consumption.” (EC, 2012)
This formulation is not needed and might have supported the contradiction between regulations and
measurement standard. In the current revision industry is aiming at changing the wording in the
regulation, to ‘officially’ have the label and Ecodesign regulations refer to the ‘ECO’ programme.
Coolproducts / Topten are strictly opposing this, because in our views the label and Ecodesign should
refer to an ‘average’ programme instead of the best case (Topten / Coolproducts, 2015).
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(IEC 60436:2015). The mandate was also including the following task: ”To ensure that the
prospective harmonised standard(s) includes a procedure that avoids an appliance being
programmed to recognize the test cycles, and reacting specifically to them.” (EC, 2012)
With the new standard, the test load should better reflect consumer use, also including
plastic items, coffee mugs, stainless pots and glass bowls. The total mass of the new test
load is 2.5 to 3kg lower (depending on number of place settings); hence energy consumption
can be expected to be a bit lower for most dishwashers when tested with the new load.
Another change is combined cleaning and drying (CCD): today cleaning and drying
performance are assessed in different test runs, and energy and water consumption is only
measured for the cleaning performance test runs. With the new measurement standard, both
cleaning and drying performance will be assessed at the same time, and energy and water
consumption will be measured with these combined test runs.
Also, the detergent used for the test changes, from IEC reference detergent type B to IEC
Type D, which is supposed to be closer to popular detergents offered on the market. The
standards contain exact prescriptions of the composition of the reference detergents.
The new measurement standard will be compulsory from 2018, but can be applied already
now.
Large variation within standard test series possible
According to the testing engineer, in some dishwasher models, the diagrams and results of
each of the five test cycles used for calculating average energy consumption and cleaning
performance can be totally different. Hence, even with totally standardised use and
conditions, water and energy consumption can vary between cycles. Reasons may be
turbidity sensors that are steering the exact programme course.
Dishwasher test: time-consuming and expensive
A full compliance test of a dishwasher model takes around two weeks and costs around
9’000 Euros. It includes
• 3 preparation runs, to wash out any production remains,
• 5 test cycles of the unit under test to measure cleaning efficiency, energy and water
consumption,
• 5 test cycles of the reference machine to compare the measured cleaning efficiency,
energy and water consumption with,
• 5 test cycles of the unit under test to measure drying efficiency,
• 5 test cycles of the reference machine to compare the measured drying efficiency with,
• 1 test cycle of the unit under test in the acoustic lab to measure the sound power level.
If the standard deviation of the average result is too large, the tests can be continued to up to
8 test cycles for energy / cleaning / drying. Preparing the soiled dishes and assessing the
cleaning result is especially time-consuming. Dishes are soiled with milk, tea, minced meat,
eggs, oat flakes, spinach and margarine. The standardised, even soiling of all items takes
around 2 hours, then the soiled dishes are dried for 2 hours in a hot cupboard (which is
loaded according to a loading scheme, depending on the number of place settings, to
achieve similar drying levels for all items). Before the dishes can be loaded into the
dishwasher model to be tested, they need to cool down for around 40 minutes. This all sums
up to around 5 hours for the preparation only.
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Figure 2 : Plates prepared with spinach and egg yolk (picture: VDE)

Figure 3 : Platters, glass bowls and pots prepared with minced meat and spinach (picture: VDE)

The programme which is tested usually takes around 3 hours or more. After any test cycle
the unit under test needs to completely cool down before a next test cycle can be performed.
Cool-down usually takes around 2.5 hours, but can also be much longer (e.g. for models with
a water tank that stores hot rinsing water).
After the cleaning performance has been assessed by the lab staff, all the test dishes are recleaned by a professional dishwasher at up to 90°C.
13

All these time-consuming processes mean that usually not more than one test cycle per day
is possible for the unit under test. So, the cleaning and drying performance tests sum up to
ten days, preparation and acoustic tests add 2-3 more days.
Dishwashers that are intended to be inbuilt are also tested in a cavity. According to the
testing engineer, this has a slight insulating effect, and so the conditions are more favourable
for inbuilt dishwashers.

3.2

Dishwasher programmes

Typical dishwashing cycle
A dishwashing cycle normally consists of the following phases (JRC, 2015):
- Pre-rinse with cold water
- Main cleaning phase with warm to hot water (around 40°C – 70°C) and detergent
- Intermediate rinse with tepid water, to rinse out all detergent
- Hot rinse, normally at higher temperature than the cleaning phase (usually around 45°C –
60°C), to facilitate the drying
- Drying phase

Figure 4: Typical temperature profile of a dishwashing cycle

The energy consumption for a cycle is roughly 1 kWh, the water consumption roughly 10
litres. Programme duration can be between 30 minutes and 6 hours, but will normally be
around 2 hours.
Saving energy by long programme duration
The most energy consuming process in a dishwashing cycle is the heating up of the water.
Lower water temperatures are the most effective options to save energy.
Energy consumption, programme duration and cleaning efficiency are interlinked by the
Sinner cycle. The Sinner cycle is key for understanding energy consumption of dishwashers.
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Cleaning result

Figure 5 : According to the ‘Sinner cycle’ the cleaning result depends on the four factors chemistry,
mechanics, temperature and time, which can replace each other.

The ‘Sinner cycle’ means that the cleaning result is dependent on the four factors: time
(programme duration), mechanics, temperature and chemistry (detergent). To some extent,
these factors can be replaced by each other. Dishwasher manufacturers have little influence
on the detergent that is used (chemistry) and on mechanics (which is of high importance in
hand dishwashing, but not in dishwashers). Temperature and time are the ‘free variables’
that influence the cleaning result.
For the Label programme, a high cleaning performance (cleaning efficiency > 1.12) must be
reached, leaving only temperature and time as free variables. This means that to achieve a
low energy consumption by lowering the water temperature, programme duration must be
increased.
This is the reason why the Eco programme, which is optimised to be energy-efficient while
achieving a good cleaning performance, usually lasts 3 hours or more in most dishwasher
models.
Dishwasher programme diversity
Online research of dishwasher user manuals revealed that most dishwashers offer 5 – 7
different programmes, such as Eco, Normal, Intensive, Short, Glass. Most of today’s
dishwasher models also offer an ‘Auto’ programme, which is supposed to be adapting the
cleaning process based on the degree of soiling detected by turbidity sensors.
Most dishwasher models offer 2 – 5 extra functions the programmes can be combined with
(e.g. ‘short’, extra drying’), a separate pre-wash and a self-cleaning function. In some cases,
programmes can be combined with more than one of the extra functions; on the other hand,
some combinations might not be possible.
This gives users the possibility to select from around 30 to more than 50 combinations of
programmes and extra functions.
The Energy Label is referring to only one of these. Clearly this can possibly lead to a
discrepancy between declared and real energy consumption.

3.3

User behaviour

A recent Uni Bonn consumer survey (Hook, Schmitz, Stamminger et al., 2015) showed that
the Eco programme is used for only 19% of all dishwashing cycles. Next to the Eco
15

programme, users prefer the normal / regular 45°C, 50°C or 55°C programmes (22%), for
normal /regular 60°C or 65°C (17%), or for Short / Quick etc. programmes (11%). If the
normal programmes of all temperatures are grouped together, these account for 39% of all
cycles. The Eco programme is used more often with newer machines, but 30% of the
households with a new machine (3 years or less) never use the Eco programme. The survey
also showed that users believe to save energy and water with the short programme. Four
key graphs copied from the Uni Bonn study visualise these results.

Figure 6 : Dishwasher programmes used. Source: Hook, Schmitz, Stamminger et al., 2015

Figure 7: Dishwasher programmes used and age of the machines. Source: Hook, Schmitz,
Stamminger et al., 2015
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Figure 8: Usage of the Eco programme. Source: Hook, Schmitz, Stamminger et al., 2015

Figure 9: Why do consumers choose short programmes? Source: Hook, Schmitz, Stamminger et al.,
2015

Reasons for the low usage of the Eco programme might be that users think that the Eco
programme is not suitable for normal everyday use, or they consider the duration of the Eco
programme as too long.
It is also possible that users who indicated using the Eco programme, alter it by choosing an
additional function such as ‘short’. Then, also the energy consumption will most probably be
higher than declared. The average use of an unchanged Eco programme can therefore be (a
lot) lower than the 19% that have resulted from the Uni Bonn’s study.
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4 Methodology
4.1

Model selection and purchase

Three dishwasher models from three different brands, that were available on the market at
the time of the study, were chosen. The models were selected based on the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•

Representing different brands, price levels (low / medium / high), energy efficiency
classes and different numbers of place settings
User manual available online
User manual contains information on different programmes and extra functions
Offered for sale online in Germany or Switzerland

The selected models and their specifications are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Dishwasher models selected for the tests and their specifications and price

Brand
Model
Type
No. of place settings
Energy class
Energy (kWh/year)
Energy (kWh/cycle)
Water (l/year)
Water (l/cycle)
Drying efficiency class
Sound power (dB)
Programme duration (min)
Purchase price (EUR)

Beko
DFN 26220S
Freestanding
12
A++
258
0.90
2800
10
A
46
202
260

(Image: VDE)

Bosch
SMS63N22EU
Freestanding
13
A++
262
0.92
2660
9.5
A
44
210
440

(Image: VDE)

Miele
G6300-SCU
Inbuilt
14
A+++
237
0.84
2716
9.7
A
44
190
800

(Image: VDE)
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Comments

This model has an
‚EcoFeedback’
function: users can
choose to see the
energy and water
consumption after a
cycle or have it
summed up.

The models were ordered in online shops (mybauer.de, alternate and e-shoppen) and
delivered to the testing institute. The purchase from Switzerland proved to be a challenge.
Most retailers exclude Swiss consumers from orders out of Switzerland. The Miele model in
the end had to be bought by the testing institute at MediaMarkt Frankfurt.
In early October 2016, all three dishwasher models were at the testing institute.
Selected models: programmes available
Models were selected for which information on the programme portfolio was available online.
The programmes and extra functions available in each of the models are shown below in
tables 2 – 4.
Table 4: Programme portfolio of the BEKO DFN26220S

Programmes
Eco
Auto
Intensiv
Schnell&Sauber (quick & clean)
Mini 30°C
Vorspülen (pre-rinse)
Selbstreiningung (self-cleaning)

Extra functions
Halbe Beladung (half load)
Schnell+ (faster)
SteamGloss (better drying)
Tray Wash
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Table 5: Programme portfolio of the Bosch SMS63N22EU

Programmes
Intensiv
Auto
Eco
Glas (glass)
Schnell (Short)
Vorspülen (pre-rinse)

Extra functions
VarioSpeed (Zeit sparen) (time saver)
IntensivZone

Table 6: Programme portfolio of the Miele G-6300 SCU

Programmes
Eco
Automatic
Normal 55°C
Intensiv 75°C
Fein (glass)
Schnell 40°C (Short)
ExtraLeise (quiet)
SolarSpar (SolarSave)
Maschinenreinigung (self-cleaning)

4.2

Extra functions
AutoOpen
Einweichen (soak)
Vorspülen (pre-rinse)
Kurz (short)
ExtraSparsam (super saving)

Measurements

VDE testing and certification institute
The measurements were performed by the VDE testing and certification institute in
Offenbach 5 , Germany. It is a well-known, independent and accredited laboratory testing
electrical products for energy, safety, electromagnetic compatibility and other product
performance aspects. The VDE mark certifies product safety. VDE performs tests for energy
labelling household appliances, lighting products, consumer electronics and building
components. VDE experts also provide input to standardisation in IEC, CENELEC or ETSI
technical committees.
All tests were performed in October and November 2016.
Sixty-two simplified energy tests
The dishwasher tests were simplified compared to the complex and costly method according
to the standard:
- Only energy consumption, water consumption and duration were measured,
- We renounced on testing sound power, cleaning and drying efficiency,
- The performance was not compared to tests with a reference model,
- For each test, only one cycle was performed instead of five,
- Most test runs were performed with simplified soiling.
Thanks to the simplified tests, costs per test could be reduced. This allowed for a total of
sixty-two tests to be performed. Since the cleaning performance was not assessed, a
commercially available 1-phase tab detergent was used for all test cycles.

5

https://www.vde.com/tic-en
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The following parameters were varied for the tests, to assess their impact on energy
consumption:
1. different programmes
2. combination with extra functions
3. different dish load
4. half load
5. different soiling
6. water with different hardness
7. with hot fill
How exactly these parameters were varied is explained below. The exact combination of the
parameters for all three models can be found in the detail results table in Annex 2.
1. Testing of different programmes
For assessing the performance of dishwashers according to the Energy Label and
Ecodesign, only the Eco programme is tested. A 2015 consumer survey however revealed
that for more than 80% of all cycles other programmes are used. Therefore, all programmes
that had shown to be relevant for users were tested. For each of the three models that were
selected, ‘user-relevant’ programmes were selected to for the test. According to the 2015
user survey, ‘glass’ programmes are used only rarely (5%). These were therefore not tested.
Also, self-cleaning programmes were not considered. The pre-rinse, which is not a complete
programme, was measured only in one case.
According to the Ecodesign regulation, manufacturers must provide ‘indicative information on
the programme time, energy and water consumption for the main cleaning programmes’. For
the three selected models, also the cleaning temperature is indicated for each programme,
and manufacturers provide usage recommendations for all programmes (type of dishes and
soiling level). This detail information can be found in the below tables and in Annex 1.
All dishwashers have an Eco programme, since the measurement standard defines that this
is the programme to be tested for the Label declarations. At the same time, the Ecodesign
and Labelling regulations require manufacturers to indicate that the ‘standard’ programme is
the most efficient programme. Manufacturers do provide this information in the booklet of
instructions, using different formulations (copies of these can be found in the Annex), and
always referring to the eco programme. The regulation further requires the ‘standard’
programme to be ‘set as the default cycle’ in dishwashers with automatic programme
selection. All manufacturers state this in their user instructions. Only for the Miele model,
there is also an explanation how this pre-selection of the eco programme can be deactivated
to pre-select the last used programme instead (‘Memory’ function).
All three dishwasher models have an Auto programme. Manufacturers inform users that this
programme is adapting temperature, water consumption and duration to the level of soiling
that is detected by internal sensors. Therefore, manufacturers indicate a range of
consumption values for this programme.
All three selected models also offer an Intensive programme. This is recommended to use
for heavily soiled dishes, with old and dry soiling, and is also suitable for pots and pans. The
Intensive programme cleans at high temperature and is the most energy-intense cleaning
programme, according to manufacturers’ information.
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Also, offered by all three models is a Short programme for lightly soiled dishes (Beko: ‘Mini
30°C’, Bosch: ‘Schnell’), not reaching high temperatures. According to manufacturers’
information, this programme uses even less energy than the eco programme, and has short
duration of 30 to 46 minutes.
While the Bosch model does not offer a Normal programme, the two other models do (Beko:
‘Schnell & Sauber’ – ‘Quick & Clean’). This programme is suitable for medium soiled dishes
for everyday use. It reaches higher temperatures than the Eco programme and has a shorter
duration. Energy and water consumption are accordingly higher, according to manufacturers’
indications.
The following programmes have been tested:
Table 7: Tested programmes of the BEKO DFN26220S and manufacturer’s indications
Programme

Eco
Auto
Intensiv
Schnell &
Sauber
Mini 30°
Pre-rinse

Recommended
for which
soiling level?
Medium
Medium to
heavy
Heavy
Medium

Cleaning
temperature

Water
consumption
(l)
10
10.2 – 14.4

Duration
(min)

50°C
40°C – 65°C

Energy
consumption
(kWh)
0.9
0.9 – 1.45

70°C
70°C

1.43
1.3

16.2
10.2

156
58

Light
-

35°C

0.8
-

10.4
4

30
15

202
110 – 200

Table 8: Tested programmes of the Bosch SMS63N22EU and manufacturer’s indications
Programme

Eco
Auto
Intensiv
Schnell

Recommended
for which
soiling level?
Medium
Medium to
heavy
Heavy
Light

Cleaning
temperature

Water
consumption
(l)
9.5
7 - 18

Duration
(min)

50°C
45°C – 65°C

Energy
consumption
(kWh)
0.92
0.95 – 1.5

70°C
45°C

1.45 – 1.5
0.8

12 - 15
10

125 - 135
29

210
90 - 160

Table 9: Tested programmes of the Miele G-6300 SCU and manufacturer’s indications
Programme

Eco
Auto
Intensiv
Normal
Short
ExtraQuiet
SolarSave

Recommended
for which
soiling level?
Medium
Any
Heavy
Medium
Light
Medium
Medium

Cleaning
temperature
52°C
47°C – 65°C
75°C
55°C
40°C
46°C
-

Energy
consumption
(kWh)
0.84
0.7 – 1.3
1.45
1.1
0.65
1.1
0.05

Water
consumption
(l)
9.7
6.5 – 16
15
14
11
10.5
27.5

Duration

198
85 – 155
119
174
46
288
89
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ExtraQuiet is a special programme of the Miele model. According to the information given in
the instructions booklet, it is very quiet and has a long duration (4:38 hours). Suitable for
medium soiled dishes.
SolarSave is another special programme of the Miele model. Like the Bosch model, it can be
directly connected to a hot water tank (Hot fill). With the SolarSave programme, the
dishwasher will not additionally heat up the water. Since heating up the water normally
accounts for most of dishwasher energy consumption, energy consumption of this
programme is therefore very low.
2. Testing of extra functions
The three dishwasher models offer extra function that can be combined with all or most
programmes. Some of these functions can also be combined with each other. In the
instructions booklet manufacturers state that extra functions can change duration (and
consumption) of the programmes. All extra functions available on our models were tested in
combination with different programmes. Not all extra functions can be combined with any
programme, some programmes also cannot be combined with any extra function. The
possible combinations cannot be found in the manuals, but had to be defined once the test
models had arrived at the lab.
Combination with the Eco programme was of highest interest, because it might change the
consumption values of the Label programme.
Below a list of the different tested extra functions, and manufacturers’ explanations:
BEKO DFN26220S
• Half load: this function allows saving water and energy if the dishwasher is not
completely filled.
• Schnell+ (Short) shortens the programme duration and lowers the water consumption by
applying higher pressure.
• SteamGloss: better drying.
Bosch SMS63N22EU
• Zeit sparen/ time saver (VarioSpeed): Duration can be shortened by 20% - 50%.
Energy and water consumption is higher.
• IntensivZone: higher pressure and slightly higher temperature allows cleaning mixed
types of dishes, including pots and pans.
Miele G-6300 SCU
• AutoOpen Off: in the default settings, the door is opened automatically after the drying
phase (except ‘ExtraQuiet’) to improve drying. In the Eco programme, the door is already
opened during the drying phase. Automatic door opening can be disabled.
• Short: reduces programme duration by around 30%. Energy consumption can be slightly
higher. If used with the Short programme, there will be no drying phase (and hence no
auto door opening).
• ExtraSaving: reduces the energy consumption up to 20%. Programme duration will be
prolonged to achieve a good cleaning result.
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3. Testing with a different type of dishes
The standard load in the current measurement standard (EN50242:2008) contains specific
plates, cups, glasses, spoons, forks, etc. For each number of place settings, the number of
each of these items is defined. Theoretically it is thinkable that a dishwasher can detect the
weight of the standard load and thus recognize a test situation. Therefore, the load type and
weight was varied.
The new version of the European standard, aligned with the IEC standard, is introducing new
items to the test load (mugs, pots, bowls, plastic items). The new load is supposed to better
reflect typical load at peoples’ homes. The new standard dishes were available at the lab, so
the future standard dishes were used to vary the load type.
Manufacturers often provide detail advice to test institutes on how the dishes are to be
loaded into the appliance. Since these instructions were not available for the new standard
load, testing engineers loaded the dishwashers under test according to the information that
was available.
There are larger items in the new test load, but the overall weight is slightly lower than that of
the current standard load. Since with the new loading scheme, a slightly lower total mass of
dishes needs to be heated up, this could lead to a slightly lower energy consumption.
If instead the energy consumption with the new load showed to be clearly higher than with
the current standard load, this might indicate an adaptation to the standard load.
Since the new load is considered to be more consumer-relevant, more cycles were run with
the new load (39) than the current standard load (22).
4. Testing with a different amount of dishes
All three dishwasher models were tested with full load, but also with half load. One cycle was
run with no load at all. Expected results were that the lower the mass of the dishes, the lower
the energy consumption would be.
The half load tests were aiming at two questions:
- Might some dishwashers be detecting the standard load and adapting their behaviour to
achieve better results when being under test? If the energy consumption with half load
were not lower than with full standard load, this could indicate detection and adaption
happening.
- How much is the energy consumption reduced if dishwashers are only half filled?
Expectations are that the reduction is less than 50%, and not filling the dishwasher fully is
not an efficient was of use.
5. Testing with different soiling
According to the standard, dishes are heavily soiled, and the soil is dried (see above). Apart
from a few tests with standard soiling, ‘simple’ soiling was used for most test runs. For the
simple soiling, a mixture of 15g of spinach, 15g of minced meat and 7.4g of margarine was
applied to the inside of the dishwasher’s door. In addition to this, one of the glasses
contained 150ml of frozen milk.
A glass of frozen milk is also used for acoustic test according to IEC 60436:2015. The
objective of adding this to the simple soiling was to have turbidity sensors, if present,
activated for some time during a cycle, because the milk would take some time to melt. The
mixture of spinach, minced meat and margarine on the other hand would activate any sensor
already in the pre-wash phase, while being washed away quite quickly.
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Heating up and melting the frozen milk uses some extra energy, approximately 0.015 kWh
(55 kJ6).
This simple soiling was used for most of the test runs, because the time-consuming soiling is
an important cost factor. Using a simpler soiling for most of the tests allowed for more test
runs being performed, and thus investigating the impact on dishwashing energy consumption
of more parameters.
6. Testing with water of different hardness
The preparation of water used for testing appliances is prescribed in EN 60734:2012
Household electrical appliances – Performance – Water for testing. For dishwashers, the
water quality is defined regarding total hardness, the ratio of Calcium/Magnesium ions, and
the maximum concentration of chloride, as well as iron, copper and manganese ions.
For one test run per model, the water hardness was varied and softer water instead of
standard test water was used. The dishwasher models’ water hardness setting was not
changed for this. First, this setting normally only influences the frequency regeneration
occurs (more often with harder water), but not energy use. Second, changing this setting
may become active after several cycles only. So, for just one cycle it would not make sense.
This test was investigating if some dishwasher models might be detecting a test situation by
recognising the standard water. If the energy consumption with soft water was higher than
expected based on other test results, this could indicate a possible detection and adaptation.
7. Testing the saving potential of hot fill
Two of the dishwasher models, the Bosch and Miele models, can be connected to a hot
water tank. If a household’s water is heated with renewables (e.g. solar power), hot fill can
save electricity.
For the two models suitable for hot fill, hot fill was tested with the Eco and one other
programme. For the Miele model, additionally the ‘SolarSave’ programme was tested in
combination with hot fill. For all hot fill tests, 45°C hot water was used.
These tests were aiming at quantifying the energy saving potential of hot fill.

6

The specific energy needed to melt ice is 333 kJ/kg. Melting of 150ml of milk thus requires roughly
50 kJ. The specific heat capacity of ice is 2.06 kJ/(kg*K). To heat up the 150ml of milk from -18°C to
0°C thus needs an additional 5.5 kJ.
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5 Results and discussion
Main results were obtained with the sixty-two dishwasher cycle tests. Other findings were
obtained from online research and discussions with the testing institute. These are
mentioned below.
It must be noted that all tests followed a simplified test method. While compliance tests use
the statistical average results of five test runs (and the five individual results can be quite
different), each combination was measured only once. Non-compliance can only be proved
based on tests with four different units of the same model. Dishwasher tests for the present
study were done with just one unit of three different models. So, there is some degree of
uncertainty in the test results. Also, the tests did not consider performance aspects like
cleaning and drying efficiency, nor noise. Water consumption was measured, but not
systematically assessed. For declaration and compliance tests, all of these aspects have to
be considered.
An overview on all test results (energy and water consumption) is provided in Annex 2.
In Annex 3, one diagram for each of the three models showing the course of a tested cycle is
included, serving as an example.

5.1

Test results: energy consumption

No compliance issues
These dishwasher test results are not valid compliance test results (only one run measured,
not all performance aspects, only one unit per model tested). Still, the energy consumption
results of the measurements that were performed in line with the EN 50242
standard (programme selection, load, soiling, water according to EN 50242) can be
compared with the value declared on the Energy Label.

Figure 10: Declared and measured energy consumption of the three dishwasher models in the Eco
programme. These tests were performed according to the EN 50242 standard (Eco programme
without extra functions, standard dish load and soiling).

For the BEKO DFN26220S the measured energy consumption was 4% higher than declared.
The verification tolerance is 10%, so there is no indication of compliance problems in this
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result. The measured energy consumption of the two other models, the Bosch SMS63N22EU
and Miele G-6300 SCU, was lower than declared.
Soiling: very small impact on Eco programme
Figure 11 shows the difference in energy consumption of the Eco programme when the
soiling level was varied, for the three dishwasher models. All test runs shown in Figure 11
were performed with full load according to EN 50242; only the soiling was varied.
It is a bit surprising that the energy consumption is higher with simple soiling than heavy
standard soiling for all three models. For two models the Eco programme also consumed
0.01 kWh more when run with clean dishes instead of dishes that were soiled according to
EN 50242. For the third, the Beko model, the energy consumption was the same with clean
dishes and heavily soiled dishes.

Figure 11: Measured energy consumption of the three dishwasher models in the Eco programmes
with different soiling levels: (heavy) standard soiling, simple soiling and no soiling.

Expectations would have been that the energy consumed increases with soiling level. Could
these results hint at dishwashers recognising a test situation (standard soiling) and adapt by
using less energy than for other soiling levels? Topten deems it very unlikely, for the
following reasons:
• Observed differences are very small; maximally 5%, which is only half of the verification
tolerance. Such a small difference hardly justifies a potentially complex detection and
adaptation system.
• According to information by the VDE testing engineer, cycle results can vary even when
performed according to standard conditions. Variation seems to be normal for
dishwasher cycles, therefore the declaration and compliance checks are based on
statistical averages from five test runs.
• The extra energy needed to heat up and melt the frozen milk (around 0.015 kWh) could
explain part of the higher energy consumption with simple soiling.
• The Eco programme is not expected to use turbidity sensors (it is however not excluded
that in some models it does). Without sensors, the programme would be running
independently of the soiling levels.
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Concluding on this; Topten deems it likely that the Eco programmes of the three tested
dishwasher models have no turbidity sensors active, and the small energy consumption
differences between the different cycles are in the range of normal variation in dishwasher
test runs. The fact that energy consumption was (a little) higher with simple soiling than
standard soiling for all three tested models could be attributed to coincidence.
Standard water: no recognising based on hardness
When measured with full load according to EN 50242, simple soiling and water that is softer
than according to EN 50242, the energy consumption of the Eco programme was lower than
when measured with standard water according to EN 50242, for all three dishwasher models
(Figure 12). If the dishwashers did recognise a test situation based on the standardised
water and adapt their performance accordingly, energy consumption with standard water
would be lower than with different water, not higher. The results in Figure 12 show that there
is no recognising of the standard water - at least not based on water hardness.
The differences in energy consumption of 5% to 6% seem to be in the range of normal
variation for single test runs.

Figure 12: Measured energy consumption of the three dishwasher models’ Eco programmes, with
simple soiling: once with water with standard characteristics according to EN 50242, once with water
that was softer (having a lower calcium content).

Dish load: no unexpected impact
As expected, the test runs in the Eco programme with the new load according to IEC 60436
used a little less energy than those with the current standard load according to EN 50242
(both tests with full load, simple soiling, standard water). This was expected, because the
total mass of the IEC load is lower than that of the EN load, and hence there is less mass
that needs to be heated up.
The energy consumption difference was 2% and 3% for the Beko and Miele models,
respectively, and 7% for the Bosch model.
At the same time the results contain no hint that the tested dishwashers could be detecting a
test situation by measuring the weight of the dish load. Would they do so, the energy
consumption would be lower when measured with current standard conditions (EN load).
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Figure 13: Measured energy consumption of the three dishwasher models’ Eco programmes, with
simple soiling: once with a dish load according to the current EN 50242, once with the future standard
load according to IEC 60436.

Eco programme: small energy differences with different dishes and soiling
Figure 14 summarises the different results shown in Figure 10 to Figure 13 for the three
dishwasher models, comparing them to the declared energy consumption. These results
have all been obtained with the Eco programme, without any extra functions, and full load.
What has been varied is the type of dish load (according to EN 50242 or IEC 60436), the
level of soiling (according to EN 50242 / simple soiling / no soiling) and the water hardness.

Figure 14: Measured energy consumption of the three dishwasher models’ Eco programmes, with
different dish loads, soiling levels and water.

Table 10 quantifies the differences in energy consumption of the Eco programme when
measured with different dish loads, soiling or water. The energy consumption differences
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between the most and least consuming test run (out of five test runs) were quite small: 7%,
8% and 5% for the three dishwasher models. Even though the tests were not performed
according to standard conditions, the differences are smaller than the verification tolerance of
10%.
Table 10: Energy consumption differences of the Eco programme in different test runs

Declared (kWh)
Average from tests (kWh)
Maximum (kWh)
Minimum (kWh)
Difference Max – Min (%)

Beko
DFN26220S
0.9 kWh
0.94 kWh
0.97 kWh
0.91 kWh
7%

Bosch
SMS63N22EU
0.92 kWh
0.92 kWh
0.96 kWh
0.89 kWh
8%

Miele
G-6300 SCU
0.84 kWh
0.82 kWh
0.85 kWh
0.81 kWh
5%

Extra functions can increase energy consumption of Eco programme by 30% to 50%
The tests investigating the impact of extra functions on the energy consumption of the Eco
programme were performed with the full load according to IEC 60436 and simple soiling. The
results for the three models are shown in Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17.
The two extra functions available for the Beko DFN26220S model are named ‘Short’ (shorter
programme duration) and ‘SteamGloss’ (better drying). Combining either of these with the
Eco programme increases the energy consumption by 0.22 kWh (23%) (Figure 15). Both can
also be combined: this leads to an increase of 0.26 kWh (28%) compared to the Eco
programme without extra functions.
When comparing to the declared energy consumption, not to a measured, (0.9 kWh), the
differences are bigger for this model: 29% (‘Short’ or ‘SteamGloss’) and 33% (both).
Beko’s manual informs users that extra functions can change programme duration, and that
selecting ‘half load’ can save water and electricity. For the other extra functions, Beko does
not mention an influence on energy consumption. Excerpts from the manual can be found in
Annex 1 (in German).
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Figure 15: Beko DFN26220S - Measured energy consumption of Eco programme with extra functions
activated (IEC load, simple soiling).

For the Bosch SMS63N22EU, available extra functions are ‘VarioSpeed’ (shorter programme
duration) and ‘IntensivZone’ (for mixed dishes with pots and pans). ‘VarioSpeed’ resulted in
an energy consumption that was 0.42 kWh higher than without this extra function - an
increase of 47% (Figure 16). ‘IntensivZone’ lead to an increase of far less - 0.15 kWh (17%).
Combination of both extra functions had a similar effect as the ‘VarioSpeed’ function alone:
energy consumption was 0.44 kWh (49%) higher than without extra functions.
Comparing the above-mentioned energy consumption values to the declared consumption,
the increase caused by the extra function would be 42% (‘Short’), 13% (‘SteamGloss’) and
45% (both).
In the manual, Bosch informs users that the VarioSpeed function can increase water and
energy consumption. For the IntensivZone function, there is no such note. Excerpts from the
manual can be found in Annex 1 (in German).
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Figure 16: Bosch SMS63N22EU - Measured energy consumption of Eco programme with extra
functions activated (IEC load, simple soiling).

For the Miele G-6300 SCU, extra functions available to go with the Eco programme were
‘AutoOpen Off’ (deactivating the automatic door opening during the drying phase), ‘Short’
and ‘ExtraSaving’ (lower energy consumption). Without the door being opened during the
drying phase, 0.24 kWh more energy was consumed (29%) (Figure 17). The ‘Short’ function
brought along a lower increase of 0.1 kWh (12%) only. The ‘ExtraSaving’ function did reduce
the energy consumed by 0.04 kWh (-5%).
For the Miele model, the measured value used as a reference was very close to the declared
consumption (0.84 kWh).
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Figure 17: Miele G-6300 SCU - Measured energy consumption of Eco programme with extra functions
activated (IEC load, simple soiling).

Extra functions can increase the energy consumption of the Eco programme by around 30%
to 50%. The resulting energy consumption is far from the declared value, even though this is
based on the same programme.
Miele informs users that the ‘Short’ function can slightly increase the energy consumption.
For the ExtraSaving, an energy reduction of up to 20% is mentioned. For switching off the
AutoOpen, there is not information about the impact on energy consumption. Excerpts from
the manual can be found in Annex 1 (in German).
Other programmes consume more energy than Eco – Short uses less
The measured energy consumption of different programmes, shown below for the three
dishwasher models, was established with full load according to IEC 60436 and simple
soiling.
For the Beko DFN26220S, three programmes were tested this way apart from the Eco
programme: Auto, Schnell&Sauber (Quick&Clean) and Intensive (Figure 18). The Auto
programme used 1kWh in this setting – 6% more than the Eco programme (11% more than
declared for the Eco programme). ‘Quick&Clean’, equivalent to a ‘Normal’ programme in
other models, used 26% more than the Eco programme (31% more than declared), while the
Intensive programme used 49% more energy than the Eco programme (56% more than
declared).
The measured values are more or less in line with the energy consumption ranges indicated
by the manufacturer for these programmes (Table 7). ‘Quick&Clean consumed 0.12 kWh
less than indicated, ‘Intensive’ used 0.03 kWh more.
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Figure 18: Beko DFN26220S - Measured energy consumption of different programmes (IEC load,
simple soiling).

For the Bosch SMS63N22EU, the Auto, Intensive and Short programmes were measured
with IEC load and simple soiling next to the Eco programme (Figure 19). The Auto
programme used 25% more energy than the Eco programme (21% more than declared for
the Eco programme), and the Intensive programme used 52% more (47% more than
declared for the Eco programme). The Short programme used 19% less energy than the Eco
programme (22% less than declared).
For the Auto programme, the measured energy consumption is in the range indicated by the
manufacturer (Table 8). For the Intensive and the Short programmes, the measured values
were lower than those indicated (Intensive: 0.1 kWh; Short: 0.08 kWh lower).
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Figure 19: Bosch SMS63N22EU - Measured energy consumption of different programmes (IEC load,
simple soiling).

More programmes were tested with full load according to IEC 60436 and simple soiling with
the Miele G-6300 SCU model (Figure 20). With these settings, the Auto programme used
12% more energy than the Eco programme, ExtraQuiet 27% more, Normal 35% more and
the Intensive programme used 73% more energy than the Eco programme. The differences
to the energy consumption that is declared for the Eco programme are very similar, since the
value measured for the Eco programme was close to that declared. All measured values are
in line with those indicated in the manual (Table 9).

Figure 20: Miele G-6300 SCU - Measured energy consumption of different programmes (IEC load,
simple soiling).
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For both the Bosch and the Miele model, the Short programme used around 20% less
energy than the Eco programme. (The Beko’s short programme was only tested with half
load. Compared to the half load consumption of the Eco programme, it consumed 26% less
energy). Having the Sinner cycle in mind, this result may be surprising: reducing time would
require a higher temperature and hence energy input to obtain the same cleaning result.
However, the Short programmes do not achieve the same cleaning levels as the Eco
programme: they’re recommended for use for lightly soiled dishes.
The three dishwasher models’ Auto programmes used 0.93, 1 and 1.11 kWh - 6% - 25%
more energy than the Eco programme. Since the Auto programmes adjust their performance
to the degree of soiling detected by the turbidity sensor, energy consumption is expected to
vary strongly depending on the soiling.
The Normal or ‘Quick&Clean’ programmes used 1.12 and 1.18 kWh – 35% or 26% more
than the Eco programme.
Most energy was consumed by the Intensive programmes, recommended for heavily soiled
dishes by all three manufacturers. These programmes used 1.35 to 1.44 kWh, 49% to 73%
more than consumed by the Eco programmes.
Programmes other than the Eco programme can use around 25% - 35% more energy than
the Eco programme; the Intensive programme can use 50% to 75% more. These
programmes may have higher functionality, cleaning heavily soiled dishes, or other
advantages to users such as shorter programme duration or a lower noise level. Eco is not
necessarily the most eco programme: Short programmes use less energy than the Eco
programmes. Short programmes are recommended for lightly soiled dishes. For light soiling,
Short programmes are the most economical choice.
The energy consumption values indicated for the different programmes in the manual are
correct.
Is energy consumption in programmes different from the Label programme related to the
energy efficiency class? This question cannot be sufficiently answered based on the tests
that were performed within this testing project. First, no other performance aspects next to
energy consumption have been analysed, and potential differences between the models are
unknown. Second, as some variation in energy consumption – even at standard conditions –
seems to be normal. Comparable energy consumption values for the different models shown
in Figure 21 have been established based on a single test run and should thus be considered
as indicative. The Beko DFN26220S and Bosch SMS63N22EU are in energy efficiency class
A++, the Miele G-6300 SCU is in A+++. The Miele model should thus be around 11% more
energy-efficient. Indeed Figure 21 show that for most programmes, the Miele model
consumes a little less energy than the two A++ models. Only for the Intensive programme
the Miele model’s consumption is higher.
Energy efficiency for dishwashers means that models with capacity for more place settings
can use more energy. Since the A+++ Miele model is the one with the highest place setting
capacity of the three tested models, its relative consumption would be lower than that of the
Beko and Bosch model with place for less place settings.
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Figure 21: Energy consumption of different programmes of the three dishwasher models.

Even if programmes different from the Eco programme can use up to 70% more or 20% less
energy than declared for the Eco programme, it seems that other programmes of energyefficient models, are also more efficient. The ranking provided by the Energy Label could be
valid for many programmes, and not only the Eco programme. However, the ranking does
not seem to be valid for all programmes.
Different dishwasher uses can increase energy by 70% - or decrease it by 30%
Figure 22 to Figure 24 show the results of a selection of measurements that were done with
different soiling, loads, programmes and extra functions, for the three dishwasher models.
These results were obtained under very different conditions, with programmes designed to
fulfil different functions, to achieve different levels of cleaning performance. Differences in
energy consumption are expected and justified. The three figures below just provide
information on how large the differences in energy consumption can be when using
dishwashers in different ways. In these tests, the most-consuming dishwashing cycle would
use 100% to 148% more energy than the least-consuming cycle.
In the Beko model, the most energy-consuming cycle tested was the ‘Intensive’ programme
combined with both extra functions (‘Short’ and ‘SteamGloss’). This combination consumed
1.56 kWh – 144% more than the least consuming cycle, which was the ‘Mini 30°C’ – a short
programme recommended for lightly soiled dishes - with half load. Compared to the declared
consumption of the Eco programme, the high-consuming combination used 73% more
energy. The least-consuming combination (Mini 30°C, half load) used 29% less energy than
declared for the Eco programme.
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Figure 22: Beko DFN26220S - Measured energy consumption of different programmes and extra
functions

For the Bosch model, the most consuming combination that was tested (the Auto programme
combined with the ‘VarioSpeed’ and ‘IntensiveZone’ extra functions), used twice as much
energy as the least consuming programme, which was the Short programme. The highconsuming combination used 57% more energy than was declared for the Eco programme,
while the Short programme used 22% less than that.

Figure 23: Bosch SMS63N22EU - Measured energy consumption of different programmes and extra
functions
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For the Miele model, the difference between least (‘Short’ programme with ‘short’ extra
function) and most consuming combination (‘Intensive’ programme) was 148%. Surprisingly
the ‘short’ extra functions seems to lead to a reduction in energy use with the ‘Short’
programme, but to an increase with the ‘Normal’ programme. The Intensive programme used
71% more energy than declared for the Eco programme, the Short programme with the extra
function ‘short’ used 31% less than that.

Figure 24: Miele G-6300 SCU - Measured energy consumption of different programmes and extra
functions

Using a dishwasher different from the way it is tested in the lab - with different programmes,
extra functions, dishes and soiling levels - changes its energy consumption to levels that are
different from that declared on the Energy Label. Combinations tested in the measurements
for the present study resulted in energy consumption values that are 60% to 70% higher than
declared, but also 20% to 30% lower.
Half load: energy reduces only around 10%
The measurements with half load were performed with the Eco programmes, the future IEC
load and simple soiling. For the half load test runs, only 50% of the place settings were filled
into the dishwashers. The Beko model features an extra function for ‘half load’. For one test,
this was selected, for the other half load test it was not selected.
The results shown in Figure 25 reveal that the energy reduces only around 10%.
In the Eco programme, the reduction reached 11% for the Miele model, and 7% for the
Bosch model. The Beko model reduced the energy consumption by 7% when the ‘half load’
extra function was not selected, and by 11% with this function activated.
With the Auto programme, half load lead to an energy reduction of 15% for the Beko model,
8% for Bosch, and 10% for the Miele model.
For the Miele G 6300-SCU, half load energy reduction was also measured for the Normal
programme: it was 9%.
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Figure 25: Measured energy consumption with full and half load in Eco and Auto programmes. + ‘half
load’ means that this extra function has been selected.

With a 50% lower mass of dishes that needs to be heated up, a certain energy reduction is
expected to be realised automatically. There is a rule of thumb that one third of the heating
energy is needed to heat up the dishes, one third to heat up the water and another third to
heat up the machine. Assuming that 10% of the energy is consumed by the pump, this leads
us to expecting a physical energy reduction of 15% for half load (0.9 (total heating energy) *
0.33 (dishes heating energy) * 0.5 (half load)).
The measured energy reduction is only around this expected physical energy reduction, so it
does not seem that there is any energy reduction beyond this.
This is in line with what was said in the draft preparatory study by the JRC (2015): the
amount of water needed remains almost the same, no matter to what extent a dishwasher is
filled. It depends on the interior volume and design, and on the amount of water needed by
the pump, but not the quantity of dishes.
Not filling dishwashers fully hence wastes more than 40% of energy. User information about
this was not found in all the manuals: while Beko and Miele advice users to completely load
the dishwasher in order to clean efficiently, such a hint could not be found in the Bosch
manual.
Hot Fill: around 20% energy savings for most tests
The last measurements aimed at quantifying the energy saving potential by Hot Fill. The
Bosch and Miele models are compatible for Hot Fill (connection to tank with water that has
been heated with renewables). For both of these models the energy consumption of the Eco
programme when filling in hot water (45°C; EN load, simple soiling) was measured and can
be compared to the same tests without Hot Fill.
For the Bosch model, Hot Fill with the Eco programme saved only 8% of energy (only 4%
even when compared to the declared consumption of the Eco programme). Additionally, the
impact of Hot Fill in the Auto programme was assessed (IEC load, simple soiling). Here, Hot
Fill saved 18% of energy.
As the other results with Hot Fill show (see below), savings of around 20% are common. The
low savings by Hot Fill in the Bosch’s Eco programme could possibly be explained by a
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feature this model has: The Bosch SMS63N22EU has a water tank of around 1.5 litres
capacity attached to its side. Without Hot Fill, such a tank can help save energy and,
possibly, also water. If hot instead of cold water is stored in the tank, energy can be lost,
because the water in the tank will cool down instead of heating up. Water tanks as energysaving features are further addressed below in chapter 6.2.
The Bosch manual contains information that Hot Fill can save energy and time when the hot
water is heated ‘in an energetically favourable way’ and installations are suitable.

Figure 26: Bosch SMS63N22EU - Measured energy consumption without and with Hot Fill (hot water
at 45°C) for the Eco and Auto programmes.

For the Miele model, measured energy savings in the Eco programme by Hot Fill (EN load,
simple soiling) were 21% (20% compared to the declared consumption of the Eco
programme). With the Normal programme (IEC load, simple soiling), Hot Fill lowered the
dishwasher’s energy consumption by 23%. The SolarSave programme renounces on
additional heating. Compared to the declared energy consumption of the Miele model, this
programme saves 92%. Since this programme may wash at low temperatures, its
performance cannot be compared to that of the other programmes. A drawback is the highwater consumption of this programme: it uses 27 litres (see results table in Annex 2) –
around two to three times more than other programmes. If water is heated with solar power,
it should normally by used economically. If the water is heated with a heat pump water
heater, this saves roughly two thirds of energy compared to electrical heating without heat
pump. These savings will however be outweighed, if three times more water is used.
The Miele manual informs users that Hot Fill is recommended if the hot water is heated ‘in an
energetically favourable way’, and that in this case it saves time and electricity.
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Figure 27: Miele G-6300 SCU - Measured energy consumption without and with Hot Fill (hot water at
45°C) for the Eco and Normal programmes, and for the SolarSave programme with Hot Fill.

For most tested cycles, Hot Fill saved around 20% of energy.
For the effectiveness of Hot Fill, the length of the pipe between hot water tank and
dishwasher is decisive, because the water in there will cool down between cycles or even
phases within one cycle. In the VDE lab, this pipe is very short – shorter than it will be in
most households (total water in external plus internal dishwasher pipe is around 400ml at the
lab). On the other hand, the temperature of 45°C that was used in the tests is rather low: in
many households it can be hotter, around 55°C. While one effect (short pipe) may lead to
overestimating the potential savings, the other one (low temperature) may lead to
underestimating it. As a result, real saving by Hot Fill, may be close to the resulting 20%
found in the tests.
Assuming that one third of the heating energy is needed to heat up the water (the other two
thirds for heating up the dishes and the machine), the 20% savings that have been found in
the tests are about what can be expected for normal dishwashing programmes. In its
preparatory study, the JRC estimates that only two other design options have the potential to
save as much or more energy (longer programme duration: 20%; heat pump: 40%).
Even more energy – around 90% - can be saved with a programme that renounces on
additional heating, at least if no high cleaning performance is needed.

5.2

Other results

This chapter presents findings that were not obtained directly through the measurements, but
in research or discussions related to organising the dishwasher tests.
User guidance
Additionally, to energy and water consumption, the VDE institute assessed how the three
dishwasher models are guiding users: how easily can the Eco programme be found? Which
programme is pre-selected when the dishwasher is switched on?
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Energy-saving feature: Water tank
The tested Bosch model SMS63N22EU features a water tank. It is a very flat water tank
covering one side of the appliance, acting as a heat exchanger. Such water tanks are not
uncommon with dishwashers. At the end of a cycle, tap water is filled into the tank to have it
preheated to room temperature for the next cycle. Also during a dishwashing cycle, the tank
can be used to preheat water a bit. Such a water tank saves the dishwasher heating energy.
Other models may even fill the tank with warm rinsing water at the end of a cycle, if the water
is clean enough. In case another cycle is run shortly after the first one, the tank water can
save energy, because it will still be warm. If the next cycle is run only after the water has
cooled down, it will at least be pre-heated to room temperature and still save energy. Such a
water tank also saves water, of course.

Figure 32: Water tank attached to the side of the Bosch dishwasher model.

Water tanks make it difficult to predict a dishwasher’s behaviour. Like other energy-saving
features, they may be activated in a cycle or not – depending on the algorithm. Activation can
depend on the programme, on the programme that was run before, on the time gap between
two programmes, or other aspects. So, it’s difficult to determine whether the water from the
tank was used in the Hot Fill cycle with the Bosch model’s Eco programme (see above).
However, if a water tank is used in combination with Hot Fill, energy will be lost instead of
saved: instead of hot water, water at room temperature from the tank will be used initially.
Hot water may be filled into the tank, where it cools down. Models with a water tank should
deactivate this at first installation if connected to a hot water pipe: installers could be asked
on the display if the unit is connected to hot water, and the water tank be deactivated if the
answer is ‘yes’. The same is true for other features that may not make sense in certain
situations.
Another aspect is that a water tank is not always active. Its activation may depend on the
programme or other aspects, and usually also on the time elapsed since the last cycle. For
hygienic reasons, models with water tank are programmed to only use the tank water if it has
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not been stored in the tank for too long. Depending on the algorithm, this may mean that the
tank water will be disposed of if the dishwasher has not been used for e.g. three days. Some
models may stop tracking the time when they’re disconnected from the mains, and empty the
water tank whenever they’re re-connected. Yet other models may rinse the tank with hot
water after e.g. 20 cycles. This means that for users with specific habits (e.g. using the
dishwasher only twice a week, disconnecting it from the mains after each cycle, but also with
preferences for programmes that may not use the water tank), energy-saving features may
only seldom be active, and the resulting energy consumption may be higher than declared.
Users should be well informed about how a dishwashing model reacts to their behaviour, and
activation/deactivation of energy-saving features should be made transparent in the manual.
Even better would be to inform consumers before they make their purchase decision. Users
with specific habits could use this information to better understand, how a model would
perform under their own dishwashing habits.
Also, energy-saving features should be deactivated in cases where they may not save
energy (e.g. a water tank with Hot Fill). Of course, this should also be transparent to users.
Water consumption
Water consumption was measured, but not systematically assessed for this study. All results
on water consumption can be found in the overview table in Annex 2. Water consumption
varied between 10.4 and 20.9 litres for the Beko DFN26220S (average: 12.3l), between 9.4
and 17.5 litres for the Bosch SMS63N22EU model (average: 12.2l), and 9.7 and 27.7 litres
for the Miele G-6300 SCU (maximum apart from the SolarSave programme is 16.4 litres;
average is 12.3l with/ 12.9 without SolarSave consumption). The water consumption values
for the different models cannot be directly compared, because not for all models the same
set of conditions and programmes was tested.
The tables in the Annex show that water consumption is lowest for the Eco programmes for
all three models (around 10 litres per cycle).
Water consumption is usually higher in regeneration cycles (see below). On average, every
fourth or fifth cycle can be a regeneration cycle, so for around four to five test cycles per
model water consumption will have been increased due to regeneration.
Regeneration cycles: inclusion to result with new standard
Regeneration cycles: dishwashers do regenerate from time to time, meaning they may rinse
their internal space with hot water, exchange all the remaining water, de-carbonise
everything etc. In such a regeneration cycle, the water consumption can be higher than
normal. Energy consumption is usually not increased.
Most models regenerate after four or five cycles, the exact frequency depends on how a
model has been programmed. Users are advised to choose the local water hardness.
Usually a dishwasher model regenerates more often if used with harder water (higher
calcium content).
During the five test cycles that are used for calculating the average energy and water
consumption for the Energy Label, regeneration can occur. With the current standard, a
‘suspect’ regeneration cycle is not used for calculating the average consumption. With the
new test standard, the results of all five test runs will be used – potential regeneration cycles
will thus be included in the result.
Combination of tests to avoid circumvention
Circumvention is not unknown to dishwashers: according to the testing engineer, one reason
for the combined testing of cleaning and drying (CCD) is to avoid circumvention. It seems
that some dishwashers showed different behaviour in the separate test runs for cleaning
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performance and energy consumption, and drying performance, respectively. While cleaning
performance and energy consumption is measured in the same test runs today, drying
performance is assessed separately and with clean dishes. This procedure is technically
easier, because wet soil can clog and inhibit drying.
With the tests being combined in the same test runs in the future, dishwasher models will
have to clean and dry well, while being energy-efficient at the same time – just as is
expected they should do in people’s homes.
With the current test standard, also sound power is tested with clean dishes. With the new
standard, the acoustic test will be performed with one of the glasses containing frozen milk.
According to the testing engineer, also the reason for this change is to avoid circumvention:
some models had clearly lower sound power levels when tested with clean instead of soiled
dishes. The milk is expected to melt and to activate potential sensors over the course of the
cleaning cycle. The sound power test has to be performed in the acoustic test lab, therefore it
cannot be combined with the other test runs.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations
6.1
•
•

•

•

•

Key results and conclusions
No compliance issues: the results of all measurements that were performed with
standard conditions were in line with the declared values.
No hints on circumvention in tests: no hints were found in the tests that the tested
dishwasher models might recognise a test situation based on the dish load, level of
soiling or water hardness, and adapt their performance accordingly.
However,
circumvention has been an issue also with dishwashers. Standardisation bodies have
already taken steps to avoid circumvention: the new standard combines the cleaning and
drying performance measurements (combined cleaning and drying, CCD) to avoid
different, optimised behaviour for the two tests, and the acoustic test will include some
soiling, which shall make circumvention more complex.
If used differently from the way a dishwasher is measured for the Label
declaration, it can consume up to 70% more energy than declared: Most important
aspect contributing to energy differences is the programme diversity (different
programmes and extra functions). Users choosing programmes other than the Eco
programme, such as Normal, Quick&Clean, Auto or Intensive, may end up with energy
consumption that is up to 70% higher than declared. For two of the tested models, the
most energy-consuming programme would only get a class C efficiency, one combination
would be in D. This idea does not consider the higher functionality of more energyintense programmes. Considering that some programmes wash at higher temperature,
this difference is not unexpected. But for consumers it may not be obvious that the
energy label is referring only to one of the programmes.
Manufacturers provide information on the consumption of all programmes (based on
Ecodesign regulation), which is in line with the results of the project tests. Today’s
declaration on the Label however does not consider this big variation in energy
consumption that comes with the big range of use possibilities in dishwashers.
It is not clear if the Label’s rating is valid for all programmes or if it’s possible that for
some programmes other than the Eco programme, a dishwasher rated as A++ could be
more efficient than an A+++ model. Results from this study imply that the rating could be
valid for many, but not all programmes. To find out more about this, more research would
be needed.
When using the Label programme, energy consumption can be 30% to 50% higher
than declared: Extra functions can increase energy consumption of the Eco
programme. If the Eco programme is combined with extra functions such as ‘Short’ or
‘Extra Drying’, this can result in a 30% to 50% higher energy consumption. Manuals do
inform users about the impact on energy consumption of some, but not of all of these
extra functions.
Energy consumption can also be lower than declared: Short programmes use
around 20% less energy than the Eco programme. Short programmes use less
energy than the Eco programme. In one test, a Short programme in combination with an
extra function ‘short’ used even 30% less than declared for the Eco programme. (This is
no general rule: In combination with other programmes, extra functions such as ‘Short’ or
‘Timesaver’ however lead to a higher consumption.)
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Short programmes operate at lower temperatures, and are recommended for lightly
soiled dishes. Hence, for such dishes, the Eco programme is not the most eco choice.
As for the other programmes, manufacturers indicate the energy consumption of the
Short programmes in the manual. Still, this result came a bit surprising: with the sinner
cycle in mind, shorter programmes are expected to use more energy, because they need
to operate at higher temperatures. This is not true for the Short programmes that have
been tested though: they don’t achieve the same cleaning performance as the Eco
programme.
The low energy consumption of the short programmes is not clearly communicated to
users, even though it is indicated in the manufacturer’s programme information. The
information is contradicted:
1) The name ‘Eco’ of the Standard programme implies that this is the most economical
and ecological programme.
2) Based on the information requirements of the Ecodesign regulation, manufacturers
inform users that ‘the Eco programme is the most energy-efficient programme to
clean normally soiled tableware’. This may be correct, since it is referring to ‘normally
soiled tableware’, but the formulation does not make transparent that for lightly soiled
dishes the Short programme is more ‘eco’ than the Eco programme. Additionally,
most manufacturers combine (or replace) this technically correct formulation with own
sentences, saying that the Eco programme ‘is an especially environmentally friendly
programme’ or should be selected for energy-saving dishwashing’. These
formulations are not technically correct, since there is no condition regarding the
soiling level. But even without these not fully correct additions, it is very questionable
that users would understand the importance of ‘normally soiled tableware’ in the
official formulation.
This makes it impossible for most consumers to understand that for lightly soiled dishes
the Short programme is the more energy-efficient option than the Eco programme.
Half load: energy reduces only around 10%, even when choosing a ‘half load’ extra
function. This is not surprising and has physical reasons. It is key that users are well
informed that not filling their dishwasher fully will lead to a waste of water and energy.
Today, this advice is not in all the manuals and not easy to find.
Hot Fill can save 20% energy under certain conditions: If a household’s hot water is
heated in an energy-efficient way and the pipe between water tank and dishwasher is
short, then Hot Fill can save 20% of energy with most programmes. With special Hot Fill
programmes that renounce on additional heating, energy savings can reach 90%. Since
a hot water tank is often placed in or near the kitchen (meaning short pipes are common),
and more and more houses are installing solar panels on their roofs, this saving option
should be promoted. In its preparatory study, the JRC estimates that only two other
design options have the potential to save as much or more energy (longer programme
duration: 20%; heat pump: 40%).
Water tank may hinder energy savings through Hot Fill: If the water from the hot
water tank is filled into a dishwasher’s water tank instead of the dishwasher’s interior
directly, energy savings will be lost. In order to realise these potential savings, it is key
that dishwashers suitable for hot fill are designed in an appropriate way: models with a
water tank should deactivate this at first installation if connected to a hot water pipe, and
Hot Fill programmes should also use water in an efficient way.
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6.2

Without adding a requirement to test and declare the savings through Hot Fill, this is
difficult to address with regulations. This however seems exaggerated. It seems more
adequate to trust in manufacturers’ ability to design smart products.
Energy-saving features may not always be active. The Bosch model that was tested
in the project features a water tank, which acts as a heat exchanger. A water tank can
save energy and water, but it may not always be activated. Depending on programme
choice, dishwashing cycle frequency or disconnection from the mains it may be
deactivated, e.g. for hygienic reasons. If a water tank – or any other energy-saving
features – is not activated, the energy consumption will be higher than declared. The
activation and deactivation of energy-saving features is not transparent. This means that
for some users, depending on their habits and preferences, they might not be active
normally and energy consumption can be increased for most cycles.

Can the situation be compared with diesel cars?

No hints on circumvention have been found in the tests for this project. However, the fact that
standardisation bodies are changing the measurement standard by combining testing of
different functions into one test run might be an indication that some dishwasher models
might have been recognising a test situation with their sensors and adapting their
performance to yield better results for the aspect that was being measured. The future
measurement standard will make circumvention more unlikely.
The tests done for this project itself could not find any hints on dishwasher models that could
be detecting a test situation and adapting the performance accordingly.
For diesel cars, VW had admittedly installed a software that was doing exactly this: artificially
lowering the NOx emissions for the test.
Also, when not looking at circumvention, but at the difference between the declared value
yielded according to regulations and standards, and the consumption / emission that can
occur when used differently, the two cases cannot be compared. While diesel cars were
found to be emitting on average 7 times, in extreme cases 25 times more NOx (ICCT, 2014),
the highest energy consumption measured with dishwashers exceeded the one declared by
70%. This difference is 35 times smaller than with diesel cars.
While for diesel cars it is about emissions exceeding a maximum permissible value, for
dishwashers it is about exceeding a declared value. And of course, while NOx emissions by
cars directly harm human health, electricity consumption by dishwashers does not directly
impact people’s health.
Clearly, the situation with dishwashers – and assumedly other home appliances – is not
comparable with that for diesel cars. It is far less dramatic.
Still, the results from this study allow formulating some recommendations that could further
improve the situation for dishwashers and other home appliances.
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6.3

Recommendations

1. Combination of testing of different aspects
Assessment of different functions and aspects, which are combined in real-life operation,
should also be combined for the tests as far as possible, in order to make circumvention
more challenging. This can be considered as a general rule for testing.
Separate testing of different aspects can allow products to adapt and behave differently,
depending on which aspect is being assessed (presuming that the model under test can
detect the test situation). For dishwashers, standardisation bodies have noticed that separate
testing of cleaning and drying performance and sound power can facilitate circumvention,
and have already taken steps to improve the test standard accordingly. With the new test
standard (IEC 60436:2015 and EN 50242:2016), testing of cleaning and drying performance
will be combined, together with measuring the energy and water consumption, and drying
performance will no longer be assessed with clean dishes. It is technically more challenging,
but makes circumvention more complex, while also reducing the number of test runs. For the
sound power test, test conditions will also be closer to those of the other test runs and closer
to real-life, since it will no longer be performed with clean dishes, but with a glass of frozen
milk added. The sound power test seems to be difficult to combine with the other test runs,
because it has to be done in the acoustic test lab.
Combining the testing of different aspects is closer to reality: products are expected to
perform well in all different aspects and functionalities at the same time, and/or make tradeoffs.
2. ‘Normal’ programme should be Label programme
The name ‘Eco’ for the Label programme is misleading. The Label programme must be
suitable to clean normally soiled dishes. The Short programmes, recommended for lightly
soiled dishes, use less energy. So, for lightly soiled dishes, the Eco programme is not the
most economical and ecological programme. Pushing users to using the Eco programme
may miss energy savings, when a short programme could be more adequate.
On the other hand, ‘Normal’ programmes are the most used programmes and their name
expresses that they’re suitable to clean normally soiled tableware (which the name Eco does
not communicate).
Therefore, the Energy Label should refer to the ‘Normal’ programme, and the measurement
standard should be changed to refer to the ‘Normal’ programme as well, to delete today’s
contradiction between regulations (referring to a ‘standard programme’) and the
measurement standard (saying that the Eco programme should be tested).
3. Need for consumer information
Users need to be well informed about how their dishwasher works and how they can
contribute to its energy-efficient operation. The following information should be systematically
included in the manuals:
• Not filling the dishwasher to its full capacity wastes energy & water. Two cycles run at
half load consume around 80% more energy than one full load cycle.
• Transparency on activation deactivation of energy-saving features, such as a water tank.
Users should be informed that specific use habits can lead to a higher energy
consumption.
• Clear information on when a connection to hot water makes sense from an energy point
of view: when the hot water is heated efficiently (e.g. with a heat pump) and/or with
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renewables (e.g. solar panels), and when the pipe between water tank and appliance is
short (max. 1-2 litres (Bush, Nipkow, 2007)).
4. Hot Fill can be an important saving option: need for communication
Hot fill can save 20% to 90% energy. Since the availability of this option strongly depends on
the building (water heating with renewables or heat pump, short pipe) it cannot be a
requirement. But the high potential savings justify better communication to make sure that
those consumers having the right conditions in their home are aware of it. An icon on the
Label could show if a dishwasher model can be connected to hot water. At the same time, it
would raise the awareness among consumers.
More detailed information about when a hot water connection makes sense would have to be
in the manual and/or the Label Fiche.
5. A new approach to testing and declaring may be needed to address the big range
of ways to use products
For dishwashers, the new measurement standards IEC 60436:2015 and EN 50242:2016
have already been changed to become more consumer-relevant:
• A new dish load has been elaborated, which is more consumer-relevant. It includes
larger items (pans) and also plastic parts.
• Regeneration cycles from the test are included to the calculation of energy and water
consumption. With the current standard, suspect regeneration cycles are not used to
calculate the average consumption. However, with regeneration occurring around every
fourth to fifth cycle, they are definitely part of consumer-relevant consumption. This
change makes the standard more consumer-relevant.
These changes cannot address the fact that the declaration on the Energy Label, referring to
just one of many ways how product can be used, has a limited relevance. If used differently
from how dishwashers are tested, their energy consumption can be up to around 70% higher
– or 20% to 30% lower than declared. Especially the programme diversity leads to this big
variation. It seems that the Energy Label’s ranking is valid for most programmes. Still, for
some programmes, it may be that an A++ model is more energy-efficient than an A+++
model.
Is the situation satisfactory; are changes needed to address these discrepancies?
On the one hand, the discrepancies are considerable, and most users are probably not
aware of them. On the other hand, the differences are in the expected range, and most of
them are made public in the manuals. Interested users have the information to know how
much energy any of the programmes is using. For extra functions, far less information is
provided. But it is nearly impossible to provide detail info for each programme – extra
function(s) combination – information that would hardly be considered by users.
In order to address the differences in energy consumption due to different programmes, extra
functions and ways of use, a new approach to testing and declaring would be needed. An
idea that has been discussed among energy efficiency and product experts is inspired by the
development in testing of cars after Dieselgate:
1. Test and declaration according to clearly defined, standardised test conditions, like today.
2. The most consuming use (programme, settings – probably excluding extreme uses) must
consume maximally an XY% amount more than what’s declared.
3. Additionally, manufacturers could declare their most efficient programme / mode: e.g.
Eco mode: 20% less than declared.
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Ways would have to be found to introduce such a new approach without increasing too much
the testing burden, and to make sure that consumers understand the additional information
provided. This should be further discussed. More thoughts about this idea can be found in
the next chapter 7.4.
6. Smart product design needed - and smaller dishwashers?
In order to realise the potential savings by Hot Fill it is key that dishwashers are designed in
an appropriate way: models with a water tank should deactivate this at first installation if
connected to a hot water pipe, and Hot Fill programmes should also use water in an efficient
way.
It is up to manufacturers to consider the different ways their products may be used and
design them in a smart way, so that energy savings are not hindered.
Additional research could look into the question if small and average-sized households find
enough small dishwashers on the market, and if smaller dishwashers could reduce energy
and water waste due to under-loading. Possibly incentives for more small models could be
included in the frame of the regulations’ revision, or promotion programmes could be
considered.

6.4

Discussion: idea for new approach to testing and declaring

A new approach in testing and declaring could move to the same direction as testing is going
for cars: cars will no longer only be tested in a lab at very specific conditions. Instead cars
will additionally be tested on the road, with a wide range of driving patterns allowed during
the test. The new real-driving emissions test standard for cars7 contains only the boundary
conditions of what the tester can do. This will make cheating a lot more difficult, and emission
limits must be met in a wide range of possible driving conditions and situations.
Dishwashers need not be taken out of the lab. And, unlike for cars, dishwasher tests do not
only check if models are respecting minimum performance limits. Instead, the results are
used to compare the models among each other with the Energy Label. So, comparable test
conditions are needed for testing products for the Energy Label. The declared energy
consumption, cleaning and drying performance etc. need to be assessed at clearly specified
conditions – exactly the same for all models, and the results must be repeatable and
reproducible.
However, the big difference in energy consumption that is possible with different
programmes and uses could be addressed by introducing a limit on this: programmes
different from the Label programme, would have to consume maximally an XY% amount
more energy than that declared for the Label programme. For this ‘max consumption’, the
measurement standard would define parameters that can be varied and how (the
‘boundaries’), only excluding extreme uses of little real-life relevance for those parameters
than can be varied. For dishwashers, this may mean that any combination of programmes
and extra functions would have to meet this ‘max consumption’ limit. Possibly ‘Intensive’
programmes could be excluded from this, which would allow setting a more ambitious max
consumption limit. It could be discussed if also other parameters such as the load and soiling
could be varied. Programme diversity is the most important aspect leading to a big variation
in energy consumption, so the ‘boundary condition’ concept could be limited to this for
dishwashers to keep it simple.

7

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-5945_en.htm
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More concrete, this approach could for example mean for dishwashers:
• Dishwashers must consume maximally 50% more energy than declared on the Label,
if any of the available programmes and extra functions are used.
OR
• Dishwashers must consume maximally 20% more energy than declared on the Label,
if any of the available programmes except the intensive programme, and any of the
extra functions are used.
This ‘max consumption’ limit would make sure that dishwashers cannot consume too much
excess energy when used differently than in the lab. If this limit is (too) ambitious, it might
impact the manufacturers’ possibilities to declare low consumption for the Label programme.
In order to have an incentive for low-consuming options, it might be good if manufacturers
could declare how much their most energy-saving option saves (compared to the declared
value). For instance, there could be a number on the Label, indicating that the least energyconsuming programme e.g. consumes ‘-20%’ energy than declared.
In summary, the new approach to testing and declaring could look like this:
1. Declaration and test according to standard with clearly defined test situation, like today
2. The most consuming use (programme, settings – probably excluding extreme uses) must
consume maximally an XY% amount more than what’s declared.
3. Additionally, manufacturers could declare their most efficient programme / mode: e.g.
Eco mode: 20% less than declared.
This approach could also be discussed for other product categories with programme diversity
similar to dishwashers: washing machines, washer-driers, tumble driers, e.g. also TVs
(where it’s more about ‘settings diversity’ than programme diversity). There are many open
questions that would need to be investigated:
- Which of these approaches and elements might be suitable for the different product
categories?
- Which variables could be changed in the ‘max consumption’ test, and to which extent
(programmes, settings, conditions)?
- Would performance (cleaning and drying) also have to be established for testing the
‘max. consumption’ and energy-saving option? Especially for the low-energy option there
might be a risk that this is designed solely for the Label declaration, if there is no
requirement to perform sufficiently well.
- Would manufacturers declare which is their ‘most consuming’ use?
- How can the additional testing burden be limited? For a complete compliance test, MSAs
would have to test the standard declaration, but also the max consumption and the
energy saving mode. Especially if also performance needs to be assessed for these
modes, the additional testing burden may be too much. E.g. for washing machines, the
declared energy consumption could possibly be changed to refer to only one programme
(40°C cotton) instead of two as today, since the second (60°C cotton) could be covered
by the ‘max consumption test. Can similar ways be found for other products, to not
increase the test burden?
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Annex
Annex 1: Programme specifications and user guidelines (in German)
Excerpts from the manuals of the selected models
BEKO DFN26220S

56

Source: beko, Geschirrspüler Bedienungsanleitung.
http://www.beko-hausgeraete.de/geschirrspueler-standgeraete.html?item=802
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Bosch SMS63N22EU

58
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Source: Bosch, Geschirrspüler SM…, SB…, de Gebrauchsanleitung. http://www.boschhome.at/SMS63N22EU.html#tab4
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http://www.bosch-home.at/SMS63N22EU.html#tab2
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Miele G-6300 SCU

62
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Source: Miele, Gebrauchsanweisung Geschirrspüler. DE, HG05, M.-Nr. 09 612 130.
https://www.miele.de/haushalt/geschirrspueler2510.htm?mat=09585550&name=G_6300_SCU#dtptd
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Annex 2: Test results overview
The tables below provide all results, comparing the measured energy consumption with the
declared value. Duration should only be read as indicative: this indicates when the test was
terminated (switched off by tester). Sometimes this did not happen the very minute the cycle
was finished. The description of the exact test conditions for each test run is as follows:
PROGRAMME
+ 'Extra function'
EN / IEC
100% / 50%
StSo / SiSo / NoSo
SoW

Programme selected
Extra function selected
Load according to current EN50242 standard / to new
IEC60436 standard
Full load / half load
Soiling according to standard / simple / no soiling
Soft water instead of standard water

BEKO DFN 26220S
Usage
Declared

deviation
kWh %
0.9

water l

duration
min

10

202

PREWASH, no load

0.01

-99%

4.2

23

MINI 30°C, half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

0.64

-29%

10.8

33

ECO + 'Half load' (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

0.84

-7%

10.4

157

AUTO half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

0.86

-4%

13.6

128

ECO half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

0.87

-3%

10.8

200

ECO soft water (EN, 100%, SiSo, SoW)

0.91

1%

10.7

197

'Standard' (ECO, EN, 100%, StSo)

0.94

4%

13.7

200

ECO without soiling (EN, 100%, NoSo)

0.94

4%

10.8

197

ECO new load (IEC, 100%, SiSo))

0.94

4%

10.8

205

ECO simple soiling (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.97

8%

10.8

197

AUTO, standard soiling (IEC, 100%, StSo)

0.98

9%

11

195

1

11%

11

187

AUTO + 'SteamGloss' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.13

26%

14.3

146

ECO + 'Short' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.16

29%

10.8

75

ECO + 'SteamGloss' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.16

29%

11.4

238

QUICK&CLEAN (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.18

31%

10.6

55

1.2

33%

17.7

118

1.25

39%

14.3

146

1.4

56%

16.8

159

1.56

73%

20.9

149

AUTO, simple soiling (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

ECO + 'Short' + 'SteamGloss' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)
QUICK&CLEAN + 'SteamGloss' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)
INTENSIVE (IEC, 100%, SiSo)
INTENSIVE + 'Short' + 'SteamGloss' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

Bosch SMS63N22EU
Usage

deviation
kWh %

Declared

0.92

SHORT (IEC,100%, SiSo)

0.72

ECO half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)
ECO Hot Fill 45°C (EN, 100%, SiSo)

water l

duration min*

9.5

210

-22%

9.9

36

0.83

-10%

14.3

208

0.88

-4%

9.6

206

65

ECO IEC load (IEC, 100%, SiSo)
ECO simple soiling, soft water (EN, 100%, SiSo, SoW)

0.89

-3%

9.4

206

0.9

-2%

9.4

206

'Standard' (ECO, EN, 100%, StSo)

0.91

-1%

9.4

206

AUTO Hot fill 45°C (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

0.91

-1%

17.5

139

ECO without soiling (EN, 100%, NoSo)

0.92

0%

9.4

206

ECO simple soiling (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.96

4%

9.4

208

AUTO half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

1.02

11%

16

143

ECO + 'Intensivezone' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

1.04

13%

14.6

219

AUTO simple soiling (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.11

21%

12.9

147

AUTO (IEC, 100%, StSo)

1.26

37%

15.3

158

ECO + 'Timesaver' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

1.31

42%

11.3

70

ECO + 'Timesaver' + 'Intensivezone' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

1.33

45%

11.4

75

INTENSIVE (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.35

47%

13.3

131

AUTO + 'Timesaver' + 'Intensivzone' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.44

57%

14.9

96

Miele G6300-SCU
Usage

kWh deviation % water l

Declared

0.84

SolarSAVE Hot Fill (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

0.07

SHORT + 'Short' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

0.58

SHORT (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

duration
min
9.7

190

-92%

27.7

99

-31%

18

35

0.64

-24%

11

52

ECO Hot fill 45°C (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.67

-20%

16.4

190

ECO half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

0.74

-12%

9.9

151

ECO + 'ExtraSaving' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.79

-6%

9.9

219

'Standard' (ECO, EN, 100%, StSo)

0.81

-4%

9.9

192

ECO soft water (EN, 100%, SiSo, SoW)

0.81

-4%

9.9

198

ECO without soiling (EN, 100%, NoSo)

0.82

-2%

9.9

192

ECO IEC load (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

0.83

-1%

9.9

193

AUTO, half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

0.84

0%

10.1

102

ECO simple soiling (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.85

1%

9.9

158

NORMAL Hot fill 45°C (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

0.86

2%

14.2

137

ECO + 'Short' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.93

11%

9.9

108

AUTO, simple soiling (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

0.93

11%

13.6

115

AUTO, Standard soiling (EN, 100%, StSo)

0.95

13%

13.5

125

NORMAL + 'ExtraSaving' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

0.99

18%

15

164

NORMAL half load (IEC, 50%, SiSo)

1.02

21%

13.9

135

EXTRAQUIET (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.05

25%

10.7

347

ECO + 'AutoOpen Off' (EN, 100%, SiSo)

1.07

27%

9.9

210

NORMAL (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.12

33%

15

131

NORMAL + 'Short' (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.29

54%

10.9

115

INTENSIVE (IEC, 100%, StSo)

1.44

71%

15.9

183

Intensive (IEC, 100%, SiSo)

1.44

71%

15.9

183
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Annex 3: Measurement diagrams
Diagrams provided by VDE showing the course of a tested cycle for each of the three
models:
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